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ABSTRACT

Author Nick Zacharov
Title Perceptual Studies on Spatial Sound Reproduction Systems

This study considers research on spatial sound perception in the context
of multichannel and other spatial sound reproduction systems. Issues assoc-
iated with multichannel level alignment are discussed. Additionally aspects
relating to the quality of spatial sound reproduction associated with loudsp-
eaker directivity and 3D sound algorithms are considered. Lastly, a study of
spatial sound perception is unfolded.

This thesis contributes to the understanding of level alignment
techniques from both a subjective and objective standpoint in multichannel
sound reproduction schemes. The aim of these subjective experiments was
to obtain a database of subject responses for a level alignment task under
a wide range of normal usage situations, accounting for different source
locations, distances, directivities, sensitivities, bandwidths and absolute
reproduction levels. The data was analysed and correlated with a set of
objective metrics measured for each test condition. From this analysis
it is possible to ascertain superior test signal/metric combinations for
perceptually motivated level alignment. Results may be directly applied to
automated level calibration systems. Tools for binaural real-time loudness
measurement are introduced allowing for the assessment of directional
loudness characteristics and multiple source loudness alignment within
arbitrary reveberation spaces.

The second set of experiments focuses on issues influencing the quality
of spatial sound reproduction under different multichannel sound reprod-
uction scenarios. Firstly, the influence of loudspeaker directivity is
subjectively assessed in a discrete five channel multichannel scenario. A set
of experiments are presented that assess the influence of directivity both in
the frontal and surround loudspeakers under idealised listening conditions.

A range of virtual home theater systems are reviewed and a benchmark
experiment is presented that compares their performance with respect to a
discrete five channel multichannel reproduction. Evaluations are performed
in an idealised “standard listening room” and real room conditions. Relative
performances of each system are discussed in terms of relative spatial and
timbral degradation.

Lastly, initial studies are presented into the multidimensional perceptual
unfolding of spatially processed speech reproduced over headphones. This
study provides the basis for further studies in this area in an attempt to
unravel or “unfold” the perceptual dimensions associated with spatial sound
reproduction.

UDC 534.8:681.1
Keywords Multichannel, loudness, listening tests, subjective

evaluation, spatial sound, 3D audio, perception,
multidimensional unfolding, INDSCAL
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“whatever you do will be insignificant, but it is very
important that you do it”

Mahatma Gandhi1869–1948
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1 INTRODUCTION

Sound and its perception is a complex topic that has been researched for over
a century. The sub-topic of spatial sound is also a broad and far-reaching
multi-faceted field. Topics range from its perception through to modeling
and synthesis.

Some of these fields have been studied for decades, in particular the
area of perception of concert hall acoustics which has been extensively
covered in [3, 4, 5, 6]. The topic of sound localisation has also been studied
since the end of the 19th century by Rayleigh [7] and many others more
recently [8, 9]. Blauert’s definitive summary of spatial hearing, localisation
and associated research in [10] has provided an extensive review of spatial
hearing mechanism providing valuable information regarding spatial sound
reproduction. Whilst concert hall acoustics create a very artistic impression
of sound, the matter of localisation has often applied in technical application
such as speech localisation in aircraft cockpits [11]. Irrespective of the
technical or artistic merit of the application both fields require a high level
of technical and psychophysical knowledge for systems to be optimally
designed.

The monaural or single sound source is generally considered to have
limited spatial sound characteristics. However, it will be influenced by the
spatial characteristics of the room in which it is located. In this respect, even
the monaural source can produce a spatial sound field (e.g. when placed in a
reverberant space). Since the introduction of monaural sound reproduction,
efforts have been made to enhance spatial sound reproduction. A large
number of methods have evolved through the years from stereo through to
binaural and wavefield synthesis for the reproduction of spatial sound fields.
Such methods have generally fallen into one of two categories. Sound field
synthesis has aimed to accurately reproduce the sound field at either a point
in space or over a larger listening area. Other methods have aimed to provide
a convincing experience of the spatial sound field, as has been the case in
cinema sound and multichannel sound reproduction for the home theatre.
This type of reproduction is often augmented with the use of an associated
video image.

This thesis focuses upon the application of spatial sound for domestic
leisure applications, such as multichannel surround sound or so-called 3D
sound in the form of virtual home theatre (VHT) systems. Such systems
aim to provide the experience of multichannel sound systems with a limited
number of speakers, typically two. A related topic is cinema sound which is
the source of most multichannel sound material and techniques. However,
this is a very different topic compared to the domestic application due to
differences in audience size, room acoustics, audio formats and so forth. The
topic of cinema sound has also been considered for a long time as discussed
by Holman [12, 13]. The focus of this thesis considers the application and
usage of five channel sound reproduction due to its widespread application.

In recent times other systems have been introduced or are under
development such as 7 and 10 channel systems ([14], pp. 220–222). Whilst
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these have not been considered in this thesis, many of the results may prove
to be of value to other multichannel systems in due course. Furthermore, it is
typical for such multichannel systems to employ subwoofer(s) with the low
frequency enhancement channel (LFE or .1 channel). This complex topic
has lead to a lot of interpretations, as discussed and researched in [14, 15].
To overcome the possible complexity of the LFE channel, it is not employed
in the majority of the experiments presented.

1.1 Thesis Aims

This thesis aims to enhance technical understanding in the field of reprod-
uction of spatial sound. Two specific topics are undertaken considering
loudness alignment for multichannel sound and factors affecting spatial sou-
nd reproduction quality.

Loudness Studies for Multichannel Sound Reproduction
In the loudness studies for multichannel sound reproduction a broad
overview is initially presented regarding the complexity of the multichannel
level alignment task. This complexity is often created in a multichannel
setup by a combination of the following factors:

• Different loudspeaker sensitivities,
• different loudspeaker positions and distances from the listener,
• different loudspeaker directivities,
• different loudspeaker reproduction bandwidths,
• setup asymmetry,
• room acoustic and geometric asymmetry.

A range of subjective experiments have been developed to illustrate the
significant and non-significant factors in such a perceptual task under a wide
range of ideal and practical usage situations. The analysis of objective
metrics has been employed as a means of obtaining further understanding
of the prediction of subjective multichannel level alignment. An extensive
correlation analysis was performed between the subjective and objective
data in order to ascertain a means of objectively predicting the subjective
level alignment. The results of this work discuss test signal and objective
metric combinations that provide superior prediction of the subjective
alignments. Lastly, this study aims to provide tools for real-time loudness
assessment and alignment of spatial sound reproduction systems.

Spatial Sound Research
The aim of the spatial sound research was to develop a better understanding
of factors that influence spatial sound reproduction quality and its
evaluation. Three specific areas focused upon include:

• Loudspeaker directivity studies,
• virtual Home Theatre systems evaluation,
• multidimensional unfolding of spatially processed speech.
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In each of these sections an overview is provided of earlier research in
that field.

The loudspeaker directivity study is one of the few reported subjective
experiments to consider the influence of loudspeaker directivity on the re-
produced sound quality in a domestic multichannel configuration. Berlant
[16] and Morimoto [17] have studied some specific aspects of the influence
of loudspeakers and their directivity on multichannel reproduction and
spatial impression. This study considered a large number of source
directivities for both the frontal and surround loudspeakers.

The virtual home theatre systems evaluation has provided the first
direct comparative evaluation of commercially and academically developed
algorithms in comparison to each other and a discrete five channel system.
The goal of the study was to consider whether all VHT systems a)
provided equivalent performance, b) whether their performance under ideal
conditions was comparable to the five channel original.

Finally, it was intended to study the multidimensional perceptual attri-
bute space associated with spatial sound. For this purpose a subset of spatial
sound reproduction was considered consisting of spatially processed speech.
The methods of multidimensional unfolding were considered and the study
provided the derivation of stimulus space by use of individual difference
scaling.

1.2 Organisation of this Thesis

This thesis is organised in the following manner. Chapter2 provides an
overview of loudness alignment for multichannel sound. The Chapter cont-
inues to discuss subjective and objective studies to examine loudness align-
ment in greater depth. Chapter3 presents three experiments researching
aspects of spatial sound reproduction and quality. Section3.1considers the
influence of loudspeaker directivity on the quality of multichannel sound
reproduction. Section3.2provides a benchmark evaluation of virtual home
theatre sound systems. In section3.3 a study of spatial sound quality attri-
butes is presented. A summary of publications is provided in Chapter4 and
conclusions are found in Chapter5. Errata are presented in Chapter6.

1.3 Related Publications

In the course of performing the research for this thesis, the author has con-
tributed to several other related publications listed below.

• N. Zacharov. On the loudspeaker directivity considerations for 5.1
channel audio-visual reproduction: A subjective appraisal. InPro-
ceedings of the Audio Engineering Society 102nd Int. Conv., preprint
4459, Munich , 22–25 March, 1997.

• N. Zacharov, S. Bech and D. Meares. The use of subwoofers in the
context of multichannel surround sound reproduction.Journal of the
Audio Engineering Society, 46(4):276–287, April 1998.
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• J. Hynninen and N. Zacharov. GuineaPig - A generic subjective test
system for multichannel audio. InProceedings of the Audio Engi-
neering Society 106th Int. Conv., preprint 4871, Munich, 8–11 May,
1999.

• N. Zacharov, J. Huopaniemi and M. Ḧamäläinen. Round robin
subjective evaluation of virtual home theatre sound systems at the
AES 16th International conference.Proceedings of the Audio Engi-
neering Society 16th International Conference on Spatial Sound Re-
production, 544–556, Rovaniemi, Finland April 1999.

• J. Huopaniemi, N. Zacharovand M. Karjalainen. Objective and
subjective evaluation of head-related transfer function filter design.
Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, 47(4):218–239, April 1999.

• G. Lorho, J. Huopaniemi, N. Zacharovand D. Isherwood. Efficient
HRTF synthesis using an interaural transfer function model.Proceed-
ings of the EUSIPCO 2000 conference, Tampere, Finland, September
2000.
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2 LOUDNESS STUDIES FOR MULTICHANNEL SOUND REPRODUCTION

Acoustic level is considered in this chapter with respect to multichannel
sound reproduction. Correct level alignment is regarded as an important
topic both in psychometrics and also in domestic applications of
multichannel sound systems. Although different types of level metrics
have been employed for the measurement of loudness (i.e. the perceptual
correlate of acoustic level), they are less strongly perceptually motivated
than loudness metrics. Weighted level metrics improve this matter, as
provided by A-, B-, C- and D-weightings [18, 19], which have increased
the perceptual relevance, even though each has a specific and limited range
of application. Loudness has been modeled since the early part of the
last century by researchers such as Fletcher and Munson [20], Stevens
[21, 22, 23], Paulus and Zwicker [23, 24] and more recently by Moore et
al [25, 26]. This study considered these metrics and which types were most
relevant regarding multichannel sound system alignment.

A study of the problems associated with multichannel loudness
alignment was considered and is presented in section2.1. A set of
subjective experiments was designed to study this matter further which
are discussed in section2.2. These experiments aimed to examine both
the ideal and non-ideal configurations occurring in domestic multichannel
implementations, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. To further assist the
understanding of this topic, objective metrics, both of level and loudness are
considered in section2.3. The metrics were employed to correlate with the
collected subjective database in order to establish whether an ideal signal
and metric combination could be found to predict the subjective response
under a wide range of usage situations. This matter is presented in section
2.4. Lastly, the development and implementation of real-time loudness tools
for research is presented in section2.5.

2.1 Related Research

In many fields of sensory evaluation, i.e. vision, olfaction, etc., it is regarded
that the intensity1 of stimuli can be a dominating factor. It is thus of
no surprise to discover that this is true of auditory stimuli. Illényi and
Korpássy [28], Gabrielsson et al [29] and Bech [30] have found a strong
relationship between the perceived quality of sound reproduction and the
actual reproduction level. This is particularly the case when considering
between-system configurations2. In subjective testing it has been a well
established concept that one should normalise intensity to avoid intensity

1Throughout this work, when the term intensity is employed, it refers to the stimulus am-
plitude rather than the acoustic intensity,I.

2Two types of configurations have been considered. Between-systems implies the compari-
son between multiple reproduction systems as considered in subjective evaluations. Within-
systems is used to refer to the alignment within a single multichannel configuration, i.e.
between-channels.
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Figure 2.1:Some multichannel set-ups. a) Represents an ideal symmetric
configuration as proposed by ITU-R 775-1 [27], b) illustrated geometric
and acoustic room asymmetries and c) illustrates the use of loudspeakers
with different characteristics (directivities, sensitivities or bandwidth),
non-ideally located both in terms of radius and azimuth.

associated bias effects that might mask other factors3.
When considering sound reproduction from more than one source it is

found that level plays an important role. In the simple case of feeding
the same signal to two loudspeakers (e.g. with sources and listener at the
nodes of an equilateral triangle) a phantom source is created between the
loudspeakers4. By simply reducing the level of one loudspeaker, the position
of the phantom source will move in the direction of that loudspeaker. Thus a
simple change in level can lead to a modification in the spatial characteristics
of the reproduction. This type of level panning is well known as one of the
foundations leading to stereophonic sound reproduction. Both Barron [3]
and Gardener [31] have shown early on that level can influence the spatial
image characteristics of within-system configurations. It is well accepted
that the within-system level alignment is an important issue which relates
dominantly to the quality of the spatial sound reproduction. Efforts have
been made to provide means for within-system level alignment. ITU-R
BS.1116-1 provides a means of alignment based upon an A-weighted
sound pressure level (SPL) metric. However, the author [P7] has found
the method to be limited under certain experimental (between-system)
conditions. Such conditions occur when aligning multiple reproduction
systems with a differing number of channels (i.e. a 3/2 system compared
to a 3/1 system5) The A-weighted SPL metric is popular and widespread
for noise evaluation and Aarts [32, 33] has considered its application for
between-system level alignment. Compared to the Zwicker loudness metric
[23, 24] and the B-weighted SPL metric, the A-weighted metric compared
poorly in this study and in [33, 34]. Bech [35] has also found that the

3Another method to overcome biases associated with level would be to employ a wide
range of randomly distributed levels for each stimulus, sometimes referred to as “roving”.
Furthermore, in some cases the level is designed as an experimental factor, in which case
normalisation is not desired.

4Assuming the room interaction is not excessive, e.g. reverberant.
53/2 refers to a system with three frontal loudspeakers and two surround loudspeakers. 3/1

refers to a system with three frontal loudspeakers and one surround loudspeaker.
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B-weighted metric has some benefits in a multichannel alignment scenario.
Bech also suggests that the spectral shape of the test signal may have
an impact upon the subjective level alignment. Bech hypothesizes that
higher frequencies (above∼2 kHz) may be perceptually more relevant
for such tasks. Commercial organisations such as Dolby and THX have
also considered that narrow band test signals may be of value and have
implemented such signals in their multichannel decoders for the purpose
of multichannel level alignment. Holman discusses procedures for level
alignment and motives for such test signals in ([14], pp. 81-86) with respect
to studio monitoring. Such signals are considered further in section7 of
[P2].

Stereo reproduction systems are comparatively less influenced by the
level alignment than multichannel reproduction systems. This is due
to a number of reasons. Firstly, for stereo systems only two sources
are employed and typically these are matched in nature in terms of
directivity, sensitivity, etc. Secondly, both sources are typically employed
symmetrically resulting in a similar lateral angle. Most subjectively
perceived mis-alignments can be simply corrected with a “balance” control.
The multichannel scenario is far more complex, as illustrated in Fig.2.1.
The simplest ideal case as shown in Fig.2.1a consists of five equivalent
and equidistant sources, the typical response of which is found in [P1,
Fig. 2]. This symmetrical situation however becomes easily complicated
by the asymmetrical geometry and acoustics associated with real domestic
listening spaces, as shown in Fig.2.1b. Such asymmetries can have a
significant influence on the sources amplitude response as shown in [P1,
Fig. 4]. The reality however is often far more complex. Fig.2.1c
illustrates the case of different directivity loudspeaker types employed in
different channels, as supported by THX [36] and Holman [14]. A further
complication occurs when sources are misplaced due to practical domestic
limitations. The primary aim of this study was to establish which of these
factors influence the subjective level alignment and to what degree level or
loudness alignment might be employed to compensate for deviations from
the ideal configuration.

[P1] provides a more complete overview of the multichannel level
alignment problem. The article continues to investigate the issue of
directional loudness and how it might influence the level alignment process.
Directional loudness has been subjectively studied by several researchers
including Robinson and Whittle [37], Ratliff [ 38] and more recently by
Sørensen et al [39]. It is well known that head related transfer functions
(HRTF) cause level differences as a function of source location for each
ear. From previous studies it is apparent that there is an associated and
significant directional loudness difference. To study this further [P1, Figs.
7-9] illustrate modeled free field directional loudness characteristics for
monaural and binaural listening with a 20 sone white noise signal, reference
0◦ azimuth, 0◦ elevation. The model is based upon an extended version of
the Moore loudness model [26], as illustrated in [P1, Fig 6]. These results
appear to agree with the findings of other researchers and illustrate that in
the horizontal plane it is possible for a halving of overall loudness to occur
as a function of azimuth as shown in [P1, Table 3]. Though the simulations
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were only representative of free field conditions, it suggested that directional
loudness may be a factor in subjective level alignment within the listening
room environment.

2.2 Subjective Studies

This section describes the design and development of a set of listening
tests to investigate the influence of test signal, source location, distance,
directivity, reproduction bandwidth, and absolute reproduction level on
subjective level alignment. Latter sections focus upon objective metrics for
predicting the subjective level alignment data collected.

Experimental Design
In order to ensure the appropriate selection of test methodology for use
at multiple test sites, a review of possible paradigms was performed prior
to the experimental design. For such psychometric studies a range of test
methods were available which were evaluated. Five primary methods were
considered including the method of adjustment (MOA) [40, 41, 42], fixed
sequence two-alternative forced choice (2AFC), adaptive 2AFC [43, 44, 45],
parameter estimation by sequential trial (PEST) [46, 47, 48] and the
Maximum likelihood method [48, 49]. A general review of many of
the methods considered can be found in Nunally and Bernstein [50] and
comparison of these methods can be found in [41, 51].

These methods were ranked in terms of their suitability and efficiency in
estimating psychometric functions, in the following order:

1. PEST,
2. Maximum likelihood method,
3. adaptive 2AFC,
4. fixed sequence 2AFC,
5. MOA.

The PEST method is considered very efficient. However, it assumes a
priori knowledge of the psychometric function under consideration. Fixed
2AFC, adaptive 2AFC and maximum likelihood methods are associated
methods that are well accepted in psychometric research. Both fixed and
adaptive 2AFC methods are extensively employed in the field. However,
the the fixed 2AFC is a very slow method requiring many trails prior to
converging. This can be a source of listener fatigue leading to error as
discussed by Buus et al [52] who have considered errors associated with
such fixed reference methods. Their findings were that with such methods
listeners often ignore the fixed reference over time and only compare
successive test stimuli. From this work, it is suggested that for such tedious
tests, that the faster methods might be more suitable to minimise boredom
and the resulting adverse effects. In this respect, the maximum likelihood
method would be the most suitable method, complexity aside. The fixed
sequence 2AFC is the most time consuming means of establishing threshold
and should be avoided unless very small block sets are tested. The adaptive
2AFC method is far more efficient is this respect but more complex to
implement.
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Figure 2.2:The block diagram of the level alignment process a) subjectively
(Ldiff S ) b) objectively (Ldiff O ).
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The method of adjustment is one of the most simple paradigms for
ascertaining a difference threshold or just noticeable difference (JND)
between two stimuli. It consists of a simple method of varying one stimuli’s
intensity until it barely differs from a reference. The method is very free
from complications and assumptions and thus the method is rather easy
to implement. Furthermore it is often the informal method employed for
domestic level alignment of multichannel sound systems. However, the lack
of rules and assumptions also create some bias effects associated with

• undefined termination rules,
• undefined step size,
• an undefined length of trial,
• an undefined number of repetitions.

The method of adjustment was the selected paradigm for these studies.
Whilst the method was perhaps the least sophisticated, it provided some
clear benefits with respect to this study. Firstly, the method was simple to
implement and duplicate at the three test sites. Secondly, the technique is
employed in domestic multichannel level alignment, which was of interest.
Thirdly, it was a simple and easy paradigm for subjects to understand and
did not impose time limits which might lead to subject fatigue in longer
studies such as these.

Having selected the test paradigm, the details of the experimental design
have been laid out in [P3]. The fundamental procedure for the four
experiments performed was essentially the same for each of the three test
sites (NRC, B&O and the BBC) only differing in the type and number of
factors and levels defined.

Both the NRC6 and BBC listening rooms were ITU-R BS.1116-1 [54]
conformant as described in [P3] and [55] respectively. The B&O listening
room complies with the original IEC 268-13 standard, since updated [53].

Six listeners from each site were employed for each experiment.
Members of the NRC and B&O permanent listening panels were employed,
who were continuously and extensively trained in subjective listening and
had normal hearing (i.e. less than 15 dB deviation from normal [56, 57]).
All listeners at all sites have had extensive experience in expert listening
tests performed in accordance with ITU-R BS.1116-1 [54].

Each test system was calibrated by use of a reference centre channel.
The channel’s gain was adjusted to have an equal loudness for all test signals
in accordance to the Zwicker diffuse field method, as specified within ISO
532 [23]. A level of 20 sones was found (see [P3]) to provide both a
comfortable listening condition and to allow for sufficient headroom (>
6 dB) in the reproduction system to avoid clipping. For experiment 4 the
reference level of the centre channel was set to three different reproduction
levels. Note that in the third sub-experiment of experiment 3, the centre
channel was highpass filtered (HPF) prior to calibration. The loudness of
the centre channel was thus constant and equal for all signals in all three
experiments.

6The original NRC room was designed in accordance to the original IEC 268-13 standard
[53] but also met the original ITU-R BS.1116 specification, except for the fact that the room
was 0.5 m too wide and the background noise level slightly exceeded NR15≥ 3.5 kHz.
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The differences in sensitivity between the employed loudspeakers were
aligned such that all loudspeakers had the same free-field sensitivity. This
alignment was performed in accordance with IEC 60268-5 [58] in the
following manner. Loudspeakers were measured on-axis in an anechoic
chamber at a distance of 1m employing a band limited pink noise signal
with -3 dB corner frequencies at 200 Hz and 2000 Hz and 24 dB/octave
roll-off.
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The Subjective Task
Listeners were put through a three-stage procedure for the tests, consisting
of

• a familiarisation and training session,
• a training experiment,
• the main experiments.

At the initial stage, listeners were provided with oral and written
instructions (see Appendix 1 in [P3]. They were presented with all the
signals under consideration, and allowed to consider the task in hand as
part of the familiarisation process.

A single subject participated in each session and was asked to adjust
the level of an individual channel to be subjectively equal to that of the
reference centre channel. The set-up allowed the subject to make the
adjustments in fixed steps in the range 0.1-0.35 dB. The initial level of
the channel was randomly set in the range of +2 to +6 dB or -2 to -6
dB compared to the centre channel. This ensured that the initial level
difference between the centre and variable channel was clearly perceivable.
The subject was instructed to face forward during the entire session. The
final gain, defined as the subjective level difference,Ldiff S , value was
recorded and represents the gain required to align the subjective level of the
test channel to be equal to that of the reference channel. A block diagram of
the subjective method of adjustment process is given in Fig.2.2a.

Test Signals and Metrics
In publication [P2], test signals and metrics are discussed with respect to
their influence on subjective level alignment. A set of nine test signals was
developed and implemented for use in the later subjective experiments.

As already mentioned in section2.1, it has been considered by various
researchers that the spectrum of the test signal may play an important role
in level alignment tasks. This topic is examined further here.

The pink noise test signal (signal 8), as employed in auditory research,
was included. This signal was of interest due to its flat spectrum in a
one-third octave and logarithmic frequency sense as illustrated in Fig. 3
of [P2]. The B-weighted [53] pink noise signal (signal 9) decreases the
emphasis on the low frequency content of the signal and has been found to
be of interest by several researchers [34, 35] and [P7]. The research by Bech
suggests that less emphasis needs to be placed on the low frequency signal
content for subjective level alignment.

Three constant specific loudness7 (CSL) test signals have been
developed for this study, according the the Zwicker (diffuse and free
field) [23, 24] and Moore free field models [25] (signals 4-6). These
signals, which are level dependent, produce a flat spectrum in the associated
loudness domain, i.e. the Moore CSL signal has a flat specific loudness
spectrum according to the Moore free field metric, as illustrated in [P2,
Fig. 6]. Due to the level dependent nature of these spectra, each has been
designed for a target reproduction level of 20 sones (Zwicker free-field)8.

7This test signal family is subject to patents pending.
8With the exception that in experiment 3 the absolute reproduction level was tested and thus

the constant specific loudness signals were defined for 15, 20 and 25 sone reproduction.
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For pink noise the 20 sones reproduction level corresponds to a 64 dB sound
pressure level for a single channel as might be expected in real multichannel
usage and is a comfortable listening level for this task. A uniform excitation
noise (UEN) spectrum (signal 7), as discussed by Zwicker and Fastl ([59],
p.152–153), is also included for investigation. Such a signal is designed to
produce the same intensity in each critical band.

Lastly, de facto standard test signals have been included in this study,
such as those proposed by a number of commercial organisations which are
in widespread use within multichannel reproduction systems. Three such
signals (1-3) have been included, all of which are narrow band in nature
compared to those previously discussed, as illustrated in [P2, Fig. 5-7].
The motivations for these signal’s characteristics are not well documented.
However, in the case of signal 3 (THX calibration signal) the motives for
the characteristics have been described as follows [60]:

• The avoidance of low frequency positional variations within rooms
occurring below the Schroeder frequency (approximately 500 Hz in
domestic rooms),

• the minimisation of position dependent effects in the sound field at
higher frequencies,

• the provision of a sufficiently broad frequency range signal to be
representative of the loudspeaker’s output.

Based upon this description, the motives for the signal characteristics
appear reasonable to overcome spatial variations within a room. However,
simultaneously the influence of high and low frequencies are ignored. It is
not known if either of these frequency ranges are of importance in subjective
level calibration.

Each of the signals developed was presented for the better understanding
of the author and reader employing a range of metrics. [P2, Figs. 3–11]
illustrate the test signal spectra in the FFT, one-third octave, and specific
loudness (Zwicker diffuse and free field and Moore free field) domains. The
general specification of the test signals is presented in [P2, Table 1].

Source Placement
The subjective experiment reported in [P3] was designed to study the
influence of the test signal and the loudspeaker location (azimuth) on the
subjective level alignment. This latter factor provided a means of assessing
the influence of the direction loudness in a level alignment task performed
in a listening room. Based upon the experimental design outlined in section
2.2, an idealised 5 channel configuration was tested as specified in ITU-R
775-1 [27] and illustrated in [P3, Fig. 1]. Calibrated, identical sources were
employed at an equal radius from the listening position. The directivity of
these sources was cardioid in nature, in the horizontal plane, as shown in
[P3, Fig. 5]. In the main experiment only the left and left surround channels
were tested. A control experiment was included to verify the symmetry
of the room using both the right and right surround speakers. This was
confirmed, as illustrated in [P3, Fig. 9].
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A full factorial design was employed with four main factors: SIGNAL,
CHANNEL, SITE and PERSON9. The presentation order of samples,
SEQUENCE, was employed as a covariate in the analysis. The experiment
was performed at two sites (NRC and B&O) with 6 listeners at each site10.

Following an analysis of covariance, reported in [P3, Table 4], SITE
was found to be one of the dominant factors. Between sites there were
slight, but significant differences between channel ratings. However, within
site this was not significant. Similarly, for NRC the SIGNAL factor was not
significant, whilst for B&O it was, as illustrated in [P3, Figs. 9-11]. These
differences were small and have not been explained.

The overall findings for this experiment were that SIGNAL and
CHANNEL had little influence on the level alignment. Subjects were
capable of very accurate level alignment with low error. It appeared that
for the ideal multichannel configuration, little level calibration was required,
as within SITE the directional and loudspeaker/room coupling effects were
minimal. This was not a problematic scenario.

Room and Set-up Symmetry
The second experiment reported in [P3] aimed to examine the effects of
breaking both the set-up symmetry and the room symmetry with identical
sources. This was achieved by placing the loudspeakers at very different
distances from the listening position (in the range 1–3.3m) and also
off-setting the listening position from the centre of the listening room.
Whilst the acoustic symmetry of the room remains constant, the geometrical
symmetry of the five channel set-up within the room is highly asymmetrical,
as illustrated in [P3, Fig. 2]. This approaches the realistic, though non-ideal
configuration illustrated in Fig. 2.2c, differing only in that identical
loudspeakers have been employed are are placed at the correct azimuth.

Once again a full factorial design was employed at one site (NRC) with
the same four factors as in the source placement experiment, employing the
same group of listeners.

Following an analysis of covariance, reported in [P3, Table 7], it was
found that the dominating factor in this task was associated with the factor
CHANNEL. This factor was coupled with two physical characteristics,
namely distance and loudspeaker/room interaction. The former appeared to
dominate in this case, as illustrated in [P3] and with a more representative
regression analysis as discussed in section2.4. From this analysis it was
suggested that the room coupling had little effect, further suggesting the lack
of low frequency influence. Once again the test signal factor (SIGNAL) was
of no significance.

Directivity and Bandwidth
This experiment, reported in [P4], considered the complex situation of
calibrating systems that employ very different loudspeaker directivities,
as commonly encountered in domestic home theatre installations [36].
Additionally, the low frequency cut-off of the loudspeakers was considered.

9PERSON was a nested factor within SITE and was accounted for in the ANOVA.
10During the analysis one of the NRC listeners, the author, was found to exhibit excessive

error variance and was dropped from subsequent analysis.
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Both of these factors were considered of practical importance. In practice
loudspeakers may be employed that may not be identical i.e. with different
sensitivities, low frequency cutoffs and directivities, as highlighted in Fig.
2.2c.

In order to control the factors, a symmetrical set-up was considered as
illustrated in [P4, Fig. 2]. Four loudspeaker directivities were considered
including two traditional directivity sources and a dipole source. The latter
was employed in two configurations in the surround channel: at0◦ (i.e. with
the main lobe directed at the listening position) and at90◦ (i.e. with the null
directed at the listening position). The latter has often been employed to
excite the diffuse field of the room as discussed further in [P7].

Due to the large number of factors involved in this study a mixed design
was employed with three sub-experiments, which are defined in [P4, Tables
1 & 2]. The sub-experiments considered the following aspects:

• Sub-experiment 1 - considered loudspeaker directivity and surround
channel bandwidth,

• Sub-experiment 2 - considered the influence of directivity of a classic
two-way direct radiating loudspeaker, as previously tested in [35],
with respect to the reference centre channel,

• Sub-experiment 3 - considered the influence of bandwidth of the
reference centre channel with respect to the directivity of the left and
left surround channel.

Four main factors were considered as before, however, the CHANNEL
factor was now confounded with the loudspeaker directivity and/or
bandwidth, as this factor was previously found to be insignificant. The
experiment was performed at one site (B&O).

Following an analysis of variance for each sub-experiment, reported in
[P4, Tables 6 & 8], the following conclusions were made. Regarding the
frontal loudspeaker directivity, no significant difference was found (note that
the dipole90◦ condition was not tested, as it was not pertinent for frontal
loudspeaker set-ups). The highpass filtering of the surround channel was not
significant nor was the highpass filtering of the centre channel. These results
support previous findings in [P3] and [35], suggesting that the low frequency
information is of less relevance in such subjective level calibration tasks.
Results have shown that there were no significant differences between the
subjective level calibration as a result of using different signals except when
signal six was used for the frontal channel. Lastly, it was found that the
surround channel directivity was significant. Four directivity conditions
were tested in the surround channels and the dipole90◦ condition was found
to differ significantly from the others. This finding illustrated the complexity
of this condition and supported previous findings from [P1], in relation to
measured clarity11 indices (i.e.C40).

11The clarity index is a room acoustical measure employed for the assessment of the direct
to reverberant energy ratio in a room. It is calculated as the ratio the early energy occurring in
the first 40ms of a room impulse response to the energy occurring after 40ms, expressed in dB.
Classically, an 80ms division is made between the early and late energy.
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Absolute Reproduction Level
This study is briefly mentioned as it forms part of the overall research by
the Medusa group into level alignment, though the author only formulated
the original experimental design. The results of this work are considered in
section2.4.

This experiment reported in [61] considered the influence of the absolute
reproduction level in a symmetrical five channel set-up, as illustrated in [P3,
Fig. 1]. Three reference levels were employed for the center channel: 15,
20 and 25 sones corresponding to 59, 64 and 68 dB SPL respectively with a
pink noise signal.

The findings of this study were that within the range of levels tested
(i.e. 15-25 sones), the reproduction level was insignificant. However, the
subjective data collected was valuable for the correlation studies reported in
section2.4, as this data represented an ideal five channel set-up in a different
test room other than previously employed.

2.3 Objective Studies

Whilst the subjective data was of interest, it did not provide sufficient
concrete data from which to conclude much regarding optimal test signals.
To study the topic further objective metrics were considered. For each
of the experiments discussed so far, objective measurements were made
at each site, for each channel and for each experimental condition.
Impulse responses were collected using an MLS measurement procedure
[62, 63, 64] as further described in [P3]. A nine point measurement grid
around the position of the listeners head was employed to provide some
spatial averaging, as might be associated with head movement and also to
introduce some statistical independence between the measurement points
[65] and to improve the repeatability of measurements, particularly at higher
frequencies. This grid is illustrated in [P3, Fig. 8]. The procedure employed
at all sites was unified and internally documented for project members.

Having collected impulse responses, it was possible to calculate a broad
range of objective responses by convolving the impulse response with the
original test signals for each channel. This method was considered more
convenient and flexible than directly making all measurements at each point
for each metric. The following metrics were considered of interest: Linear,
A-, B- C- and D-weighted SPL metrics [18, 19], Zwicker loudness (diffuse
and free field assumption) [23, 24] and Moore loudness (diffuse and free
field assumption) [25]. The A-, B- C- and D-weighted SPL metrics are all
weighting function based upon weightings associated with equal loudness
contours of the human hearing system [20]. The A-weighted filter is
associated with the 40 phon equal loudness contour whilst the B-weighting
and C-weighting were developed for higher reproduction levels, associated
with the 70 and 100 phon equal loudness contours respectively. D-weighting
was developed for the assessment of single event air traffic noise and follows
a contour of perceived noisiness.

To allow for a correlation study between the subjective and objective
data an estimate of the “objective gain difference” was required. The
objective gain difference,Ldiff O, was defined as the level difference
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required to align the centre and test channel to an equal level according
to the metric under consideration. To estimateLdiff O values for each
signal and each channel, the 1/3 octave spectra were calculated for each
microphone position and averaged, with equal weighting, in the frequency
domain. A 192-point amplitude spectrum was also estimated for input to
the Moore loudness model [25]. The method is outlined in Fig.2.2b and
further details are presented in [P5]. In this manner objective metrics were
estimated in the same “gain domain” as the subjective data allowing the
simplified interpretation of the correlation analysis, discussed in the next
section.

Lastly, it was considered of interest to further study the influence of
the measurement bandwidth on the correlation between the subjective and
objective domains. This is a topic that was suggested by Bech [35]. To study
this the objective metrics were estimated in 6 different bandwidths. The raw
data (allfreq) contains frequencies above 50 Hz. Highpass filtering was
applied at 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz and 3 kHz for which objective
metrics were obtained.

2.4 Mapping Between Subjective and Objective Data

Factor Description No. of
levels

Degrees of
freedom

1. Signals As described in [P2, Table 1] 9 8
2. Loudspeakers • Genelec 1030A (reference) 4 3

• B&O Beolab 6000
• Quad ESL63 (0◦)
• Quad ESL63 (90◦)

3. Listening rooms • NRC (ITU-R BS.1116-1) 3 2
• B&O (IEC 60268-13)
• BBC (ITU-R BS.1116-1)

4. Channels 5 channels (centre reference) 4 3
5. Bandwidth • Full bandwidth 2 1

• HP -3 dB @ 150 Hz, 6 dB/oct.
6. Center ch. BW • Full bandwidth 2 1

• HP -3 dB @ 150Hz, 6 dB/oct.
7. Setup • Symmetrical 2 1

• Asymmetrical
8. Level • 15 sones (Zwicker DF) 3 2

• 20 sones
• 25 sones

9. Listeners • NRC - 6 trained listeners 3 x 6 3 x 5
• B&O - 6 trained listeners (Nested) (Nested)
• BBC - 6 trained listeners

Table 2.1:A summary of all the experimental factors and degrees of freedom
of the subjective experiments. This table combines factors investigated in
several experiments with an incomplete block design structure overall.

Having obtained objective metrics for all of the test conditions listed
in Table 2.1, it was possible to correlate the subjective and objective
data. The object of this exercise was to ascertain whether there existed
a superior signal and metric combination that might predict the subjective
level calibration for each tested condition. If this were possible, automated
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objective level calibration would be a desirable solution.
The correlation analysis reported in [P5] was performed employing both

Pearson correlation coefficients,r, and also linear regression analysis for
the dependent variableLdiff S and independent variableLdiff O for each
signal/metric combination in each bandwidth.

The results of the Pearson correlation are presented in [P5, Tables 3
& 4]. An estimation of the significance of differences betweenr values has
been made using the metric developed by Fisher [66] which has been further
discussed by Howell [67]. The highestr value was found to be 0.83 which
was encouraging. Based upon this all values that were not significantly
different were estimated and are indicated by the grey shading in Tables 3
& 412.

The second tool used to study the subjective/objective correlation was
linear regression. The assumptions for linear regression were tested for as
discussed in [67] and more extensively in [68]. It was found that in most
cases a linear fit was reasonable. A well fitting case is illustrated in [P5,
Fig.13a, c, e] and a poor fitting case in [P5, Fig.14a, c, e]. The topic of these
assumptions is discussed extensively in [P5].

From the correlation analysis presented in [P5] several things were
observed. Firstly, it was noted that for the allfreq case (i.e. with a 50
Hz highpass filter frequency), it was found that ther’s were very low for
all signals and all metrics, in the order of 0.13-0.46. An example of the
all freq highpass filter case is shown in [P5, Fig. 8], clearly illustrating
a lack of linear fit. In general, significantly higherr’s were seen with
highpass filtering≥ 250 Hz. When considering all the data in Table 3 and
4 of [P5], it was found that a peak in the correlation values occurred for
most signal/metric cases with a highpass filtering of 500 Hz for all signals.
High r values were found for many of the signals in the order of 0.76-0.83.
The consistent occurrence of highr’s occurred for all metrics with signal 5,
with peak values with 500 Hz highpass filtering. Based upon this analysis
alone it was not possible to isolate specific signal/metric combination for
the prediction of the subjective responses.

Only a summary of the regression analysis has been presented in [P5]
due to the amount of data. It was found that the linear regression is a suitable
means of predictingLdiff S from Ldiff O in all cases presented except for
the all freq case. In this situation measurements include all data above 50 Hz
as presented in [P5, Fig. 14] and it was noted that a high order curve fitting
would be required for this data. Clearly, the lower frequency information in
measurements complicated matters and provided detail in the metrics that
subjects were not highly sensitive to in the level calibration task. With
250 Hz – 3 kHz highpass filtering, it was found that for all metric/signal
combinations a linear regression was an appropriate approximation and
provides near normally distributed residuals and reasonableR2 values.

Evaluation of the regression data was performed by considering theR2

values which represented the level of explained variance associated with the
regression line. The gradient and intercept of the regression line was also
of interest. As bothLdiff S from Ldiff O reside in the same (i.e. gain)

12Note that the significance is dependent on the sample size employed for eachr. Sample
size is reported in [P5, Table 5].
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domain, an ideal signal/metric combination should occur with a highR2

value, and intercept,a = 0, and gradient,b = 1. [P5, Table. 6] provides
a summary of the “best fit” regression lines based upon theR2 values. The
most suitable metrics for each highpass filter frequency band are listed.
Based on this it was found that the greater variance was accounted for in
the 500 Hz HPF band, with peak values of 0.68–0.69, supporting the view
provided by the correlation analysis. However, in these cases the gradient
values were in the orderb = 0.72. This was worse than in the best case,
found in the 3 kHz band withb = 0.88. However, in practice this gradient
might simply be corrected with a scaling to a gradient of 1. These results
support Bech’s earlier view [35] that bandwidth is an important factor in
level alignment. However, the frequency range proposed here was slightly
lower than Bech considered.

Considering theR2 value for all signal/metric combinations, it was
found that one signal providedR2 values that were consistently 4–15%
higher than all other signals in all frequency bands from 250 Hz upwards.
This was signal 5, i.e. the constant specific loudness signal defined
according to the Zwicker free-field loudness model.

In the 500 Hz band, it was found that all B- and C-weighted SPL
metrics13 provided the highestR2 = 0.68 − 0.69 and the loudness metrics
follow close behind withR2 values in the range 0.67. These latter metrics
also have high gradients of 0.72 compared to the SPL metrics having
gradients of 0.60. The results for this bandwidth are presented in [P5,
Figs. 9-12]. It can be noted when browsing through these figures that the
superiority of any one single signal/metric combination is not so clear cut.
Many combinations provide fair prediction of the subjective data. However,
those discussed do appear to provide superior performance.

These findings are in line with the results of work performed by Aarts
[32, 34] and extend the concept to a wide range of practical usage situations.

The findings of this study have been that for a wide range of
loudspeaker directivities, sensitivities, distances and positions, the following
signal/metric combination provided superior prediction of subjective level
calibration

• Constant specific loudness signal according to the Zwicker free field
model

• Moore or Zwicker (diffuse or free field) loudness or B- or C-weighted
SPL metrics

• Highpass filtering of the test signal from 500 Hz.

It was further concluded that with such level calibration methods, it
is possible to reasonably compensate for the differences associated with
different source distances and directivities. However, these findings need
to be confirmed with further subjective experiments.

13in practice above 500 Hz both B- and C-weighted SPL metrics are identical in nature and
thus should provide identical results.
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2.5 Real-time Loudness Tools

[P5] summarises the development of a PC-based real-time binaural
loudness meter. The tool was developed to allow for the alignment
between-systems with an arbitrary number of sources at arbitrary locations
within arbitrary reveberation environments. The tool was based upon the
Moore loudness model [26] and extended the functionality to allow for
real-time performance14. Stone at al developed a similar real-time system
but with dedicated DSP hardware [69]. However, Stone’s system did not
consider binaural input which might provide important functionality for the
spatial sound researcher. The developed model employed a Brüel & Kjær
4128C head and torso simulator (HATS) to provide the outer ear response
and associated HRTF characteristics. The model structure is outlined in [P5,
Fig. 4]. The basic Moore model assumes that either sources reside in a free
field 0◦ azimuth, 0◦ elevation or in a diffuse field. This was a limitation as
in practice real listening rooms are neither anechoic nor diffuse in nature,
but somewhere in between. Furthermore, many spatial sound reproduction
systems consist of multiple sources located in a wide variety of azimuths
and elevations.

The motivation for real-time performance was due to the fact that the
mapping between the gain domain and loudness domain is non-linear in
nature. As such, non-real time alignment of loudness alignment is complex
and not very practical for the psychometrician.

[P5] presents verification tests of this tool that compared the traditional
monaural single microphone input loudness model under both free field and
diffuse field conditions. Performance was evaluated employing a range of
simple and complex test signals as illustrated in [P5, Table 1]. Performance
comparison can be seen in the free field in Figs. 5-8 and the diffuse in Figs.
9-12 of [P5]. Bar some expected small high frequency variations the two
methods were in good agreement.

As a means of demonstrating the benefit of the binaural system
beyond the original method [26], modeled and measured directional
loudness characteristics are presented for the horizontal plane under
anechoic conditions. The modeled15 and measured directional loudness
characteristics are presented monaurally in Figs. 1 & 13 and binaurally
in Figs. 2 & 14 respectively of [P5]16. The measured results were in good
agreement with the modeled data.

The system was employed for an informal listening test where various
systems were aligned using this tool. The systems consisted of mono, stereo,
periphonic and five channel sound reproduction systems with multiple
sources at different locations in a listening room. The informal findings

14Real-time functionality was dependent of the PC hardware performance. For example
employing a 16 bit 44.1 kHz stereo audio stream real-time performance was achieved with a
Pentium II, 300 MHz without constant plot updates. When plotting was constantly updated
an 80% real-time performance was achieved with a Pentium II, 450 MHz. These figures were
based on an FFT window of size of 8192 samples. Memory consumption was 10 Mb for this
process.

15Originally presented in [P1].
16Note that the reference level differs for the modeled and measured data. For the former, the

reference level was 20 sones white noise 0◦ azimuth, 0◦ elevation. For the latter, the reference
level was 40 sones white noise 0◦ azimuth, 0◦ elevation.
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suggested that this tool can provide a good means of loudness alignment
of an arbitrary number of sources, at arbitrary locations, in an arbitrary
reveberation environment.
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3 SPATIAL SOUND RESEARCH

Several specific topics are addressed in this chapter all of which have
an influence on the quality of spatial sound reproduction. Section3.1
presents a study of the influence of loudspeaker directivity on the quality
of multichannel sound reproduction, with associated historical background.
Section3.2 summarises a subjective study of the performance of state of
the art virtual home theatre systems in comparison to discrete five channel
reproduction. Lastly, the topic of spatial perceptual attributes is considered
in section3.3by derivation of stimulus space through dissimilarity ratings.

3.1 Loudspeaker Directivity Studies

Background
The directivity of a loudspeaker is studied in [P7] with respect to the
effect on the quality of spatial sound reproduction in a multichannel
sound scenario. Multichannel sound reproduction systems have been in
development since the∼1950’s when the first mono + reverberation systems
were introduced by Buttenberg [70]. Quadraphony was one of the earliest
forms of surround sound introduced in the early 70’s. Since then a range
of systems have appeared including ambisonics introduced by Cooper
and Shiga [71] and mathematically outlined by Gerzon [72]. Periphony
expanded upon the ambisonic concept introducing height information and
was introduced by Gibson et al [73] and mathematically formulated by
Gerzon [74]. A fine overview of the development of surround sound
systems over the last 50 years is provided by Steinke [75]. More recently
with the development of high quality audio compression coding in the
form of MPEG-2 advanced audio coding (AAC) [76], Dolby Digital [77],
DTS [78], SDDS [79], MLP [80], and the development of high capacity
media such as DVD it has become feasible to consider a large number of
channels. A rigorous review of current audio coding methods is presented
by Painter and Spanias [81]. During the mid 70’s-80’s a number of studies
were performed to research the desirable number of channels and the
location of loudspeakers for a discrete multichannel sound system. Ratliff
[38] studied the localisation accuracy of sources in the horizontal plane,
confirming the increased localisation error at the center of side quadrants.
This study also found that employing a four-corner quadraphonic system
would not allow for an “all round effect”. Further work by Theile and
Plenge studied the localisation of lateral phantom source [82] created with
a pair of omni-directional sources with an aperture of60◦ suitable for
stereophonic or quadraphonic reproduction. Once again it was found that
the creation of accurate phantom sources was difficult in the side quadrants,
when employing amplitude panning. This suggested one of the limitations
of the quadraphonic system. The wide90◦ aperture of the stereo base was
also found to be problematic for the creation of an accurate/stable frontal
(0◦) center image. These studies clearly illustrated that a four loudspeaker
system might not suffice for surround sound.
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In the quest for a solution to these problems many researchers studied
the effects of large numbers of sources for discrete channel reproduction.
Ohgushi [83] researched the benefits of different numbers of loudspeakers
for both the frontal and surround arrangements. Later members of
the ITU-R research group studied these matters further as discussed
in [84, 85]. Rebscher and Theile [86, 87] studied the effect of the
number of frontal loudspeakers on the “directional stability” of the frontal
image which was found to increase disproportionately with the number of
loudspeakers. A balance was found with three frontal speakers providing
good directional stability, but also increasing the usable listening area
and depth. Furthermore, an important compatibility with film sound
source material was found with this configuration. Regarding the surround
channels, a number of configurations were tested by Roth et al [88]. In
the majority of studies programme material was selected that was ambient
in nature. Whilst generally, the surround channels have been employed
by programme producers for the creation of ambient cues [12], this may
not be the sole application and some form of directional information
may often be sought. Theile discusses the issue of precedent (direct
sound), non-precedent (indirect sound) and atmospheric (atmospheric and
environmental) cues which make up a spatial sound representation [89]. In
the case of ambient material, some significant benefits were found when
increasing the number of channels from one to two [88, 90]. Increasing the
number of surround channels to four only slightly improved preference with
ambient material.

Based upon these studies, the compatibility requirements with film
sound material and the prospective capacity of storage media, the 5 channel1

or 3/2 loudspeaker configuration was adopted and is now widespread. An
overall summary of the studies that resulted in the adoption of the so-called
5.1 configuration as defined in [27] can be found from Meares [91] and also
Theile [90].

The development of most multichannel sound systems aimed to
balance the accurate or convincing reproduction of ambient and directional
information2 by use of a limited number of sources. For this to occur the
interaction between the sources and room are of great importance and the
source directivity plays an important role in this respect. In most of the
studies discussed so far, the loudspeaker directivity has been considered
to be identical for all loudspeakers, and often omni-directional in nature3.
However, as it has been suggested by certain research [90] that as the content
of the surround channels is mostly ambient in nature, there is a desire to
enhance this effect by the excitation of the diffuse field of the reproduction
room. It is perhaps for this reason that it has become popular to employ
different directivity loudspeakers for the surround channels compared to the

1Such systems are commonly referred to as 5.1 systems, describing 5 main channels and
one subwoofer or low frequency enhancement (LFE) channel.

2Ambisonic, periphonic and cross-talk cancelled reproduction attempt to reproduce the spa-
tial sound field at a certain point in space. Wavefield synthesis aims to reconstruct the complete
sound field over a wide area.

3Most loudspeakers employed in such studies are not truly omni-directional in nature. Typ-
ical directivity characteristics associated with 2-way direct radiator loudspeaker systems are
often exhibited as considered in [P7] and [92].
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frontal channels. The use of pseudo-dipole4 loudspeakers in the surround
channels has been used to enhance the diffusion of the surround channel
information. This approach has become a de facto standard supported by a
few manufacturers as discussed in [36, 93, 94]. However, the view of the
optimal characteristic for the surround loudspeaker directivity has been little
documented and is not unified. Holman provided some views of the pros
and cons of dipole vs. direct radiator loudspeaker in surround applications in
([14], pp. 55–56). In 1985 Berlant presented a paper studying the benefits of
omni-directional loudspeakers over cardioid radiators [16]. He hypothesised
that the lower directivity, omni-directional source was intrinsically more
desirable for reproduction of live performance sound fields both spectrally
and spatially. However, the article did not present any subjective evidence
to support these views. Morimoto [17] has studied the role of the rear
loudspeakers with respect to auditory source width and spatial impression
with one type of loudspeaker directivity. His findings were that the rear
loudspeakers do not necessarily contribute to the ASW, but do affect
the spatial impression. These results seem to support those of previous
researchers in the field.

From this background there is a clear interest to study the influence
of the loudspeaker directivity on the perceived spatial sound quality. In
the study reported in [P7] two experiments were performed to assess the
influence of loudspeaker directivity upon a) the frontal sound quality b) the
surround sound quality. A large number of directivities were considered in
the studies which are described in the next section.

Experimental Design
The experiment was performed in a near ITU-R BS.1116-1 conformant
listening room5 [54]. The selection of the 10 member listening panel
was discussed in [P7] which follows many of the techniques discussed by
Hansen [95] and Bech [96, 97, 98]. All successful members passed through
the following procedure

• Selection questionnaire
• Audiometry [57, 99]
• Induction and training
• Training experiment
• Statistical post selection [97]

10 listeners were selected from an initial pool of 40 subjects and
employed for these experiments.

The experiments were performed employing a modified paired
comparison method [100] that has been referred to as a hybrid paired

4True dipole electrostatic loudspeakers are not normally employed in such circumstances
due to the practical limitation of size and cost. Pseudo-dipole loudspeakers may be created
by employing two, out-of-phase, counter facing, electrodynamic transducers in closed cabi-
nets, for example. Such speakers exhibit a sub-optimal dipole directivity characteristic due to
practical geometric limitations, as illustrated in [P7, Fig. 12].

5The original NRC room was designed in accordance to the original IEC 268-13 standard,
since updated [53], but also met the original ITU-R BS.1116 specification, except for the fact
that the room was 0.5 m too wide and the background noise level slightly exceeded NR15≥
3.5 kHz.
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comparison [96]. A 100mm, 0-10 point, line scale was employed
as the rating scale, as discussed in [101]. Four different programme
items were subjectively selected by the author and employed for each
experiment containing a broad range of different stimuli in an attempt to
be representative of different types of content (directive, enveloping, etc).
The test was performed with its associated video image in 4:3 format. The
viewing distance was six times the picture height and background lighting
level was< 5 Lux complying with the requirements presented in [27].

Two listeners participated in each experimental session, one in the
central listening position and one 0.75 m off-center, separated by an
acoustically transparent curtain, as illustrated in [P7, Fig. 1]. In this manner
it was possible to evaluate the performance for both an ideal and less ideal
listening position. The reproduction hardware setup is found in [P7, Fig. 5].

One of the preliminary findings during the design of these experiments
was that the loudspeaker directivity had a significant effect on the
level alignments. During initial level alignment, it was noted that the
procedure proposed in ITU-R BS.1116-1 based upon an A-weighted
SPL(slow) measurement was problematic for the alignment of widely
varying loudspeaker directivities. Informally it was found that a B-weighted
pink noise signal might be a more appropriate means of alignment in this
case, inspired by the work of Aarts [32] and Bech [35]. This initial study
was one motivation for the studies discussed in [P2-P5]. The reproduction
level was thus calibrated to 78 dB (lin., slow) with a B-weighted pink noise
signal6.

Surround Directivity Studies
In the first experiment the surround loudspeaker directivities were the
main experimental factors, keeping the frontal loudspeakers characteristics
constant (direct radiator type). In total eight different loudspeaker directivity
configurations were considered, as illustrated in [P7, Table 2]. They
included six 3/2 and two 3/1 configurations with directivities ranging from
omni-directional to dipole, with the null facing the listening position, as
presented in [P7, Fig. 6-13]. Whilst the 3/1 configuration was known to be
inferior [102] it was employed as a lower anchor and also to study what the
effect of a dipole (90◦) would have in this configuration.

In this experiment subjects were asked to evaluate the performance of
systems on three rating scales evolved by the author and based on the work
of Woszczyk et al [103]. The scales consider the degree of envelopment,
directional detail and naturalness of reproduction, as discussed in [P7,
section 3.3].

The statistical analysis of the three dependent variables is extensively
discussed in [P7, section 3.4]. On inspection, the data was found to be
skewed due to the use of a bounded rating scale. This commonly occurring
matter is discussed by Allnatt who suggests the use of a logistic on logistic
transform (LOLT) to improve this situation by de-skewing and normalising
the probability density function of the data ([104], pp. 22–40). The

6This method proved inappropriate for the 3/1 system. An equal energy approach for the
frontal and rear channel was adopted to overcome this problem as discussed in [P7, section
1.3.2], resulting in a 4 dB boost in the 3/1 surround channel.
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subsequent ANOVA is summarily presented in [P7, Table 3] and all ANOVA
tables can be found in [105]. The results are graphically represented in [P7,
Figs. 14–25]. From these results it has been concluded that 3/1 systems
were significantly inferior to 3/2 systems, supporting the work of other
researchers. However, the use of a dipole loudspeaker in a (90◦) orientation
significantly improved the perceived performance of the 3/1 system. It was
noted that generally, higher directivity loudspeakers appeared desirable in
the surround channels for 3/2 reproduction. In all cases there was found to
be a strong correlation between the independent variables. This matter was
slightly problematic as it suggested that either a) the rating scales were not
independent or b) the listeners were not able to discriminate between the
scales or c) the systems rated similarly on all scales. The latter is highly
unlikely. Due to the approach taken in the development of the scale, it
is likely that the scales were not independent or orthogonal. This is one
of the motives for the work discussed in [P9], in a attempt to develop
orthogonal and independent attribute scales for spatial sound evaluation.
Once developed, thorough training procedures might be created to improve
listener discrimination and rating skills for such scales.

Frontal Directivity Studies
The second experiment considered the frontal loudspeaker directivity as the
main experimental factor. Four different loudspeaker configurations were
considered as presented in [P7, Table 4]. For this task, a 3/2 configuration
was employed solely and the surround loudspeakers remained constant
(direct radiator type). Once again the experiment was performed employing
the same paradigm as the surround experiment with two listening positions.

The rating scales evolved for this experiment considered how well the
sound and picture were coordinated, how well the acoustic space was
perceived and the naturalness of the presentation (as discussed in [P7,
section 4.2]).

The statistical analysis of the three dependent variables is extensively
discussed in [P7, section 4.3]. The LOLT transform was once again applied
to the data prior to the ANOVA. A summary of the ANOVA results is
presented in [P7, Table 5] and the complete ANOVA tables can be found
in [105]. Graphical representation of the results can be found in [P7, Figs.
26–37].

The results of this experiment found that there were few significant
differences between the directivities of loudspeakers (cardioid, line source
and direct radiator). The lower anchor consisting of a (90◦) dipole center +
two cardioids was found to be significantly inferior, suggesting that low
frontal loudspeaker directivity was undesirable. In practice this type of
system would not normally be considered. The listening position was not
found to be a significant factor.

3.2 Virtual Home Theatre Systems Evaluation

Background
As the development of high quality multichannel audio encoding, storage
media and broadcast techniques evolves, the availability of multichannel
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audio has become widespread. While matrixed multichannel methods
(e.g. Dolby Surround) have been widely available for some time, the
benefits of discrete multichannel reproduction have found increasing favor
in professional and consumer markets, for example, with new audio-visual
storage formats such as DVD.

The so-calledvirtual surroundor virtual home theater (VHT)systems
aim to faithfully reproduce the spatial sound qualities of 5.1 channel audio
systems using only two loudspeakers7 or headphones. Virtual loudspeaker
technology enables the virtualisation of surround left and right channel
information. Thus the surround channels appear to emanate from virtual
sources placed outside the physical stereo setup of the two loudspeakers.
Virtualisation can also be created for the left and right signals in order to
expand the stereo base, for example. Furthermore, virtualisation may be
applied for the center channel, or it can be left unprocessed (creating a
traditional phantom image)8.

Bauer [106] and Schroeder and Atal [107, 108] originally presented
crosstalk cancellation methods for the presentation of binaural information
over two loudspeakers. The psychophysical and acoustical basis for
manipulating stereophonic signals has been studied in, e.g., [10, 106].
Damaske studied loudspeaker reproduction issues and formulated the
basic theories further in the TRADIS project (True Reproduction of All
Directional Information by Stereophony) [109]. He conducted studies
on sound image quality deterioration as a function of listener placement.
The cross-talk canceling theory was refined by Cooper and Bauck [110].
They applied a well-known shuffler structure to cross-talk cancellation, and
a new term to cross-talk canceled binaural presentation was introduced:
Transauralr9 stereo. The transaural stereo concept originally applied
shuffler structures and simplified head models for cross-talk canceling.
These techniques have been further developed for example in [111, 112,
113] and by Cooper and Bauck [114] to include improved head models,
varying loudspeaker schemes, and more sophisticated signal processing
techniques (see [115] for a review of signal processing techniques for
cross-talk canceling). The topic of head-related transfer function filter
design is objectively and subjectively presented in [116]. An extensive
review of virtual acoustics and3D sound in multimedia signal processing is
provided by Huopaniemi [117]. Recently, concepts of using closely spaced
loudspeakers to generate virtual sources have been introduced [118, 119].
The close spacing of speakers has been shown to be robust to head
movements and to exhibit a wide sweet spot [120, 121].

Commercial interest in the field of cross-talk canceled binaural
processing has grown very rapidly in the past few years. Studio and
multimedia systems have in recent years adopted the use of positional
3D audio and stereo widening for many applications, ranging from digital

7This technology can be applied to other multichannel formats and reproduction configura-
tions, such as 7.1 or 3 frontal reproduction channels.

8 It should be noted that all virtual surround or virtual home theater concepts discussed in
this experiment refer to 2-loudspeaker reproduction of 5.1 audio material in such a way that
at least the surround (and possibly also the center, left and right) audio channels are processed
virtually.

9Transaural is a trademark of the Cooper Bauck Corporation.
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mixing consoles to computer sound cards, audio software, games, virtual
environment simulation and telecommunications [11]. However, it has been
the rapid emergence of discrete multichannel audio formats and associated
technology that in recent years has boosted the research and industry interest
in virtual and 3D sound.

Subjective Experiment
A benchmark evaluation was performed and reported in [P8] of state of the
art (VintageApril 1999) virtual home theatre (VHT) sound systems10. All
systems were of the cross-talk cancelling genre providing a means for the
reproduction of five channel programme material over two loudspeakers.
The test was performed in comparison to a well aligned discrete 5 channel
system with discrete 5 channel PCM programme material.

Tests were performed in two sites: a) the NRC listening room with
15 trained listeners [122] b) a demonstration room at the AES16th

International Conference with 27 naive listeners. At both sites an identical
test was performed11. Four programme items [123, 124] were employed
presenting a range of stimuli. By careful selection of these items, it was
possible to present a wide range of stimuli in a short space of time. The
room and loudspeaker configurations can be seen from [P8, Figs. 3-4].

Seven systems in total were evaluated of which one was a discrete
5-channel setup. No restrictions were given for characteristics of the
VHT systems in terms of processing requirements, filter lengths, additional
processing, etc. However, in the interests of further understanding the
relative performance of these systems, proponents were asked to provide
information regarding the algorithms provided. A summary of these details
is provided in [P8, Table 1]. Each tested system was given an arbitrary index
number to be employed in the analysis and the presentation of results. The
index number was different for each experiment due to the differing number
of participating systems.

Level calibration was complex due to the desire to align numerous VHT
systems with a 5 channel reproduction system. To address this issue a novel
alignment method was developed. A test signal comprising of decorrelated
pink noise for each channel was created and then processed by the VHT
algorithm. The alignment was performed by reproducing the test signal via
the VHT algorithm (or 5 discrete channels) and aligning with a Zwicker
diffuse field loudness metric [24] to a level of 25 sones. This complex
alignment issue was one of the motives for the work presented in [P6].

Due to the large numbers of factors in this test and the desire to perform
it during the two day duration of the AES conference, it was not possible
to perform a full factorial paired comparison test, as this would have
required several weeks of listening tests. Other alternatives were considered
including single stimulus designs and incomplete balanced block designs,
however none were sufficiently efficient to solve the schedule issues. To
overcome this problem a rank order procedure was adopted as discussed in
[125] and ([126], pp. 691–700). The method provides a very rapid means
of assessing performance and interactions. However, it is not possible to

10Since this experiment, several new VHT systems have become commercially available.
11With the exception that one proponent algorithm was not available during the NRC test.
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assess absolute performance by this method. The benefits and limitation are
further discussed in [P8]. Systems were ranked and analysed both in terms
of spatial and timbral sound quality. The test was implemented using the
GP2 subjective test system [127, 128], the UI of which can be seen in [P8,
Fig. 5].

The data was analysed employing an ANOVA model. Whilst this model
is not necessarily applicable to rank order data, this issue was studied and
justified in [P8, section. 2]. The results of the analysis can be found in [P8,
Tables 2-9].

A strong similarity was found between the results at both sites.
Unusually, listener (SUBJID) was not a significant factor, indicating a
strong agreement between subjects. There were found to be large and
significant differences in the perceived performance of different VHT
systems both spatially and timbrally - all were not equivalent. The five
channel system was always found to be significantly superior when averaged
across programme items.

A strong correlation was found between these two independent
variables, i.e. timbre and spatial quality. This finding is not uncommon
[117] particularly as the 3D sound processing as employed in VHT
algorithms employs spectral modifications to create spatial impression. This
topic is discussed further in [P8, section. 2.3] and partially motivated
the research reported in [P9], in search of a better understanding of the
dimensionality of spatial quality perception. Lastly, the rank order method
was found to be very fast and provided very useful results within the
methods limitations.

3.3 Multidimensional Unfolding of Spatially Processed Speech

From some of the author’s research and the work of others [129, 130],
it has become apparent that mean opinion score methods are of limited
value when researching multidimensional topics, such as spatial sound. It
would be of value to be able to assess spatial sound systems employing well
defined independent scales. This would provide researchers and developers
with more detailed information on which to base enhancements. For this
to be possible multidimensional perceptual attributes must first be defined.
Thereafter, subjects might be trained to assess these in detail.

Multidimensional perceptual unfolding is a technique employed to
examine the perceptual dimensionality of a perceptual space. The method
consists of two primary stages of subjective assessment: dissimilarity rating
and direct attribute rating. The two data sets are employed to explore the
perceptual space using methods such as weighted multidimensional scaling
and preference mapping. Preference mapping may be employed as a means
of establishing the relationship and contribution of attributes to the subjects
preference or MOS ratings. The research presented in [P9] discusses the
theory of the technique and describes the dissimilarity task and associated
analysis for spatially processed speech samples. Similar techniques have
been described by Ramsay [131] and more recently by Susini, McAdams
and Winsberg in application to sound quality assessment [132].
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Background
Previous studies by the author [P9] and many other researchers have
illustrated that the assessment of audio and or spatial sound quality are far
from uni-dimensional. Whilst the single mean opinion score (MOS) scale
has been widespread, it has rarely represented a unidimensional percept in
audio.

The topic of multidimensional scaling (MDS) has been considered
and applied by several authors over the years to a range of audio fields.
The various multidimensional statistical tools are well discussed in [133,
134, 135, 136, 137]. [P9] discusses some of the limitations of Classical
MultiDimensional Scaling (CMDS) and also the benefits associated with
Weighted MDS (WMDS) in the form of INdividual Difference SCALing
(INDSCAL) [138, 139, 140]. This latter method provides some advantages
over the former in terms of the interpretability of results (i.e. non-rotatability
of dimensions) and also allows for an assessment of individual differences
between subjects. These matters are outlined in greater detail in [P9, section
2].

Methods referred to as external multidimensional unfolding (MDU)
combine the use of dissimilarity data analysed employing WMDS or
INDSCAL techniques with direct attribute ratings. By using such
techniques, a more concrete analysis of the meaning associated with
dimensions may be ascertained. These methods are significantly more
complex than pure CMDS, but lead to greater confidence in the definitions of
dimensions. Relying solely upon analysis of direct attribute ratings also has
the weakness of lack of statistical reliability. Tools for MDU are discussed
in reference to PREFMAP-3 [141] and MULTISCALE [142].

In the field of audio MDS and MDU have been employed sparsely
to a range of perceptual topics. Both Grey [143] and Shepard [144]
have researched the topic of timbre perception with multidimensional
tools. Shepard has successfully unfolded the structure of pitch perception
employing such exploratory multidimensional tools. In speech perception,
Pascal applied and compared dissimilarity and direct attribute ratings for
speech quality [145]. INDSCAL has been employed in studies of speech
quality and may be employed to assess the performance of individual
listeners [146]. Klippel has employed MDS to study the dimensionality
of loudspeaker sound quality [147]. Whilst the use of the unidimensional
MOS still continues as a valuable tool, many researchers have studied
the use of multiple scales for direct attribute rating. Such concepts have
been introduced in relation to reproduction system by Gabrielson [129] and
applied to loudspeaker sound quality in [148, 149]. When considering
the topic of spatial sound perception, less multidimensional research is
apparent. From concert hall acoustics research by Schroeder et al [150, 151]
and Barron [3] has shown the multidimensionality of the topic and this
matter has been further researched by Blauert and Lindemann [152].
However, in virtual and 3D sound processing, it is still popular to assess
the spatial reproduction performance employing purely localisation due to
the simplicity of the test paradigm [153].

Bech [154] provides a good overview of various sensory evaluation
techniques employed to establish such perceptual attribute scales. Rumsey
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also provides a good overview of attribute terms employed for spatial sound
[155]. Most recently, Berg has applied the method of the Repertory Grid
Technique (RGT) [156] to a study of spatial sound perception, as reported in
[157, 158, 159, 160]. The breadth of this research spans a range of recording
and reproduction techniques for a wide range of samples.

Subjective Experiment
The subjective experiment presented in [P9] aimed to assess the
multidimensionality of the perceptual space associated with spatially
processed speech samples. This was of interest in the context of developing
efficient spatial sound processing for teleconferencing type applications and
provided a manageable subset of spatial sound to study. The technique of
external multidimensional unfolding was to be employed and the article
presents the first half of the work: derivation of stimulus space using
INDSCAL.

A dissimilarity experiment was designed with a multidimensional
sample set. Phonetically rich speech samples were anechoically recorded
and subsequently spatially processed. The spatial processing consists
of 3D sound processing and “auralisation” [161] of the sound within a
simulated room. A 15 x 6 x 5 m room was simulated using an image
source model [162] as described in [163]. A range of different direct
and indirect sound processing were applied to create different temporal
distributions of reflections associated with the room, as illustrated in [P9,
Figs. 3-5]. Samples were convolved with the simulated room impulse
response of duration 0, 10, 30, 45, 60 and 100ms. As researched by Barron
[3] and Blauert and Lindemann [152] the indirect sound duration strongly
affected perceived spaciousness. Toole [164] has also shown that direct
sound duration has an influence on out-of-head localisation. To further
increase the dimensionality of the sample set, two room orientations were
employed, namely wide and long. In both cases the relative source/reciever
and the room impulse response remains unchanged. However, the direction
of incident reflections varied, modifying the spatial perception. Twelve
different spatially processed speech samples were generated with the
following characteristics:

• Anechoic, Ipsilateral HRTF with spectrally-flat level difference

• Anechoic HRTF processed, ILD is head related

• Anechoic HRTF + 10 ms wide room processing

• Anechoic HRTF + 30 ms wide room processing

• Anechoic HRTF + 45 ms wide room processing

• Anechoic HRTF + 60 ms wide room processing

• Anechoic HRTF + 100 ms wide room processing

• Anechoic HRTF + 10 ms long room processing

• Anechoic HRTF + 30 ms long room processing

• Anechoic HRTF + 45 ms long room processing

• Anechoic HRTF + 60 ms long room processing

• Anechoic HRTF + 100 ms long room processing
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Both broadband (20 kHz) and wideband telephony (7 kHz) [165]
bandwidths were taken into consideration. To further increase the
multidimensionality of the sample set and to simulate double-talk situations,
two type of speech presentation are generated: sequential and simultaneous.
Both were evaluated with the two bandwidths under consideration.

The experiments were implemented in GP2 [127, 128] for simple and
reliable data collection. The test and training UI’s are illustrated in [P9,
Figs. 6-7]. The experiment was performed with four conditions consisting
of:

• Condition 1: Broadband (i.e. 22 kHz), sequential sentences,
• Condition 2: Broadband (i.e. 22 kHz), simultaneous sentences,
• Condition 3: Bandlimited (i.e. 7 kHz), sequential sentences,
• Condition 4: Bandlimited (i.e. 7 kHz), simultaneous sentences.

Ten naive listeners were employed for the experiment, each being
presented with the samples in a different order for each condition. All
listeners were provided with written and oral instructions. Listeners were
familiarised with the sample set and test UI’s prior to commencing the
experiment.

The collected dissimilarity data was analysed using INDSCAL for each
condition. The important matter of selection of dimensionality as discussed
in ([133], pp.10–14), ([135], pp.321–322), ([137], pp.50–54) and ([166],
pp.145–146) was carefully assessed. For all conditions a three dimensional
solution was considered appropriate as presented in [P9, section 4.1 and
Figs. 8-9].

The weight spaces, representing individual differences, are presented
for each condition in the lower portion of [P9, Figs. 10-13]. It was found
that differences did exist between individuals for all dimensions, as required
by INDSCAL. However, subjects tended to weigh dimensions in a similar
fashion, such that all listeners formed a single group. From this result a
single analysis of the stimulus space was possible representing the opinion
of all subjects.

The stimulus spaces are presented for the first three dimensions of each
condition in the upper portion of [P9, Figs. 10-13] and are extensively
discussed in [P9, section 4.2]. Whilst the final interpretation of these
dimensions can only occur once direct attribute ratings have been collected
and analysed, it was possible to make some observations regarding the
dimensions and their possible relation to physical characteristics.

Dimension 1 contributed 47–54% of the explained variance in the
INDSCAL solution for the four conditions. This dimension showed similar
characteristics across all conditions. The dimensions appeared to relate to
the indirect sound duration as well illustrated in [P9, Fig. 14]. The second
dimension described 10–13% of the variance for the four conditions. The
dimension was quite stable across the four dimensions and an interesting
temporal grouping could be observed. Barron [3] showed that reflection
latency in the range 10–30 ms was associated with a subjective tonal
coloration. This may provide an explanation of dimension 2, as suggested
by the temporal grouping. The third and last dimension under consideration
in this analysis described 6–9% of the variance in the broadband conditions
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and 4–5.5%12 of the variance in the 7 kHz bandwidth conditions. This
suggested that in the 7 kHz conditions, the perceptual variation on the third
dimension of the Stimulus Space was masked to a greater extent than in
the broadband conditions. Whilst it was difficult to define the meaning of
dimension 3, there is a suggestion from the observations that it might be
related to auditory source width (ASW) or envelopment.

Lastly, a cluster analysis provided a complementary, non-dimensional
perspective on the perceptual structure of the stimuli. Such methods are
discussed by Shepard [167]. The groupings of stimuli were based upon the
same inter-stimulus dissimilarity data as that submitted to INDSCAL. These
groupings provided independent verification of the dimensional distinctions
made for the stimuli within the derived Stimulus Space.

This study illustrated that spatially processed speech samples, both in
a narrow and broadband sense, can create significant multidimensional
perceptual variations. It was apparent that even naive subjects perceived
such stimuli in a a) similar manner b) multidimensional manner. This
suggested that the design of any system employing such spatial sound
processing technology should approach the perceptual optimisation from a
multidimensional standpoint.

12At this level of explained variance, it was considered that this might be the limit associated
with the noise floor of the data.
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4 SUMMARY OF PUBLICATIONS

The following section summarises the published work incorporated in this
thesis and describes the contribution of the author. Much of the work
presented has been performed in cooperation with other researchers. The
core of the research and publications have been performed within the Eureka
EU1653 Medusa project and many of the ideas and experiments have
originated from discussion with the group members. Specifically, Søren
Bech was key to the development of ideas and experiments for the level
calibration task. Pekka Suokuisma assisted in implementing the test signals
and working on objective metrics for these experiments. Recently, it has
been a pleasure to work with Bill Martens in the development of a better
understanding of the multidimensional structure of spatial sound perception.
Cooperation with Jyri Huopaniemi and Matti Hämäläinen has been valuable
in the study of the perceptual performance of virtual sound reproduction
systems. Olli Tuomi’s implementation of the real-time loudness meter has
proved very successful and of great use in this and later research.

Publication P1

Article [P1] provided a broad overview of the problems associated with
level alignment in the multichannel environment and a study of previous
work performed in this field. The complexity associated with practical
multichannel setups was discussed with respect to loudspeaker location,
distance, sensitivity, directivity and geometric/acoustic room and setup
symmetry. The matter of the test signal spectrum and its influence on
subjective level calibration was also discussed. The concept of directional
loudness is reviewed and how it might influence subjective level calibration.
Modeled directional loudness data was presented for the first time in this
paper.

The author was the sole writer of this article. Pekka Suokuisma provided
the directional loudness data.

Publication P2

In the study reported in [P2] test signals employed in the level alignment
tasks were examined. A range of test signals were developed including those
employed in traditional psychometric studies as well as de facto standard
test signals employed in the industry. In addition, several perceptually mot-
ivated test signals were developed having constant specific loudness (CSL)
characteristics. These have been developed according to both the Zwicker
and Moore loudness models. All signals were analysed and presented in
different metric domains.

The constant specific noise signals were a development that resulted
from Søren Bech’s earlier research and was evolved by the author. The
author specified the characteristics of the test signals and their analysis,
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which were subsequently implemented by Pekka Suokuisma.

Publication P3

The research reported in [P3] evaluated the influence of test signals on
the subjective level alignment under idealised symmetrical room and setup
conditions. The author was responsible for defining the experimental para-
digm and objective measurement methods for all subsequent subjective exp-
eriments at all sites discussed in parts III [P4] and V [61]. Subjective
experiments were performed at NRC by the author and by Søren Bech at
B&O for the symmetrical task. The second experiment consisted of an
asymmetrical setup to study the influence of source distance, and setup and
room asymmetries on the subjective level alignment. The author designed
and conducted this experiment. The analysis and paper preparation was
performed by the author.

Publication P4

[P4] continued the subjective level calibration experiments with a study
of the effects of loudspeaker directivity and bandwidth. A set of three
experiments were designed to study both the effects of the centre and lateral
loudspeaker’s directivity in addition to the influence of high pass filtering
(-3 dB @ 150 Hz, 6 dB/octave).

The author provided the experimental design for this test and assisted in
the statistical analysis.

Publication P5

Part IV of this series of papers reported in [P5] focused upon the mapping
of objective measurements to the collected subjective data.

The analysis also included data from part V of the study [61] which
subjectively evaluated the effects of absolute reproduction level and the
influence of the step size employed in the method of adjustment paradigm.
The work established superior test signal and objective metric combinations
that successfully predict subjective level alignment under a wide range of
usage conditions. The author was responsible for this work and performed
the statistical correlation and regression analysis. Pekka Suokuisma provid-
ed the objective metrics for the analysis.

This article completed the most thorough and extensive analysis of
test signals and objective metric studies performed for sound system level
alignment to date and was prepared by the author.

Publication P6

This article reported the development, implementation and verification of
a real-time binaural loudness meter. The tool improved upon previous
loudness tools through implementation on a PC platform without the need
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for specific DSP hardware. The simple binaural implementation provided
a major benefit over prior art allowing for the accurate assessment of
steady state signal loudness of an arbitrary number of sources at arbitrary
locations (azimuth and elevation) within an arbitrary reverberation space.
The tool was verified against traditional models under ideal test condition.
Directional loudness performance was compared against simulated perfor-
mance discussed in [P1] and found to be in very good agreement.

The author provided the conceptual design and specification of the tool,
worked on the acoustic performance verification and the preparation of the
manuscript.

Publication P7

A set of subjective experiments were designed, performed and analysed to
study the effects of loudspeaker directivity in discrete multichannel sound
reproduction. These were presented in the study reported in [P7]. This was
the first extensive study of this kind to assess both the frontal and surround
loudspeaker directivity to evaluate the influence on perceived spatial sound
quality. A wide range of loudspeaker directivities were tested with audiovis-
ual programme material under standard listening room conditions. Findings
suggested that higher directivity loudspeakers were found more desirable
in this study which was not in agreement with certain de facto standard
approaches.

The author was the sole contributor and researcher in this study.

Publication P8

[P8] reported round robin experiments performed to evaluate and comp-
are the performance of state of the art virtual home theater sound
system reproduction with respect to the original five discrete channel
reproduction. Experiments were performed in two venues with both trained
and naive listeners. Results conclude that the performance of five channel
reproduction was superior to all tested VHT systems. It was also noted that
there exists a wide spread in quality of performance of VHT systems. A
novel means of level calibration is also presented in this study.

The author was responsible for this study and performed the majority
of the work. Kalle Koivuniemi and Jukka Holm assisted in running the
listening tests. Jyri Huopaniemi was the main contributor to the deve-
lopment of the PBVS (Polar Bear Virtual Surround) algorithm and Matti
Hämäläinen contributed with DSP assistance.

Publication P9

The research study reported in [P9] considered the application of multi-
dimensional unfolding as a means of unraveling and studying perceptual
spaces, based on subjective dissimilarity data. This method was applied
to spatially processed speech data, which was designed to be significantly
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multidimensional in nature and representative of teleconferencing scenarios.
A stable three dimensional weight and stimulus space was derived using
INDSCAL for four sets of test conditions evaluating different reproduction
bandwidths and sentence presentation. Possible explanations for the
dimensions were discussed in relation to physical characteristics, laying the
foundation for the completion of preference mapping studies.

The theoretical aspects of the paper were provided by Prof. William L
Martens. The author designed the test strategy, generated the test samples,
designed the GP2 test implementation and ran most of the tests. Most of the
analysis was performed by the author.
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5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Summary

This research has considered two specific topics associated with spatial
sound reproduction. The main contributions of this thesis have been in the
areas of multichannel level alignment and subjective evaluation of aspects
influencing the quality of spatial sound reproduction systems.

The work presented in articles [P1-P5] considered the matter of multi-
channel level alignment. Subjective experiments were performed to collect
a subjective level alignment database for a wide range of practical usage
situations. Analysis of this data provided insight into the subjectively sign-
ificant and relevant factors which have previously not been researched. Obj-
ective measurements were correlated to the subjective data in order to establ-
ish a means of prediction of subjective level alignments. Signal, metric and
measurements bandwidth combinations were found that reasonably predict
the subjective level alignment from objective measurements. The results of
this research can be directly applied to automatic level alignment systems.
Tools for real-time binaural level alignment, suitable for spatial sound res-
earch have been presented in [P6].

Articles [P7-P9] presented three aspects influencing the spatial sound
reproduction. [P7] described research into the influence of source directivity
on the perception of spatial sound quality. It was found that this was a
significant and important factor particularly in the surround channels of
discrete multichannel sound systems.

[P8] studied the relative performance of virtual home theater systems
applied to the reproduction of discrete five channel source material.

Lastly, article [P9] commenced studies in search of perceptual attributes
for spatial sound reproduction. Subjective dissimilarity ratings were collect-
ed for a range of spatially processed speech samples. This data was analysed
employing multidimensional scaling tools to derive a stimulus space. The
results of this study strongly illustrated the multidimensional perceptual
nature of such spatially processed samples and provided the backbone for
continuing studies in this area.

5.2 Discussion

The multichannel loudness studies have shown that subjectively loudspeaker
directivity, sensitivity and distance are critical factors in calibration. It was
generally found that the test signal characteristics and the symmetry of the
room acoustics were of lesser importance. Under idealised symmetrical
room and setup conditions the level calibration matter becomes trivial.

Objectively it was shown that prediction of subjective level alignment
data is possible under a wide range of usage conditions, including differing
source distances, sensitivities and directivities. The proposed constant spec-
ific loudness (CSL) signal according to the Zwicker free field model app-
eared to be most suitable in conjunction with a highpass filtered (500 Hz)
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Zwicker, Moore loudness metric (diffuse or free field) or B- or C-weighted
SPL metric. Other signal/metric combination were also found to provide
fair prediction. From the subjective/objective data it was illustrated that the
lower frequencies appear to be less relevant in subjective level alignment.
Real-time binaural loudness tools were shown to provide a means of
accurate loudness alignment of an arbitrary number of sources at arbitrary
locations within an arbitrary reverberation room.

Loudspeaker directivity was shown to play an important role in the qual-
ity of multichannel sound reproduction. It was shown that frontal loud-
speaker directivities play a small role, though low directivity sources should
be avoided. In the surround channels it was confirmed that 3/1 systems
were inferior to 3/2 systems. In this study higher directivity sources were
preferred on average.

The study of VHT systems illustrated that the quality of sound reprod-
uction was not equal for all tested algorithms and was generally inferior to
discrete five channel reproduction, which has not previously been demonst-
rated.

In much of the author’s research, it has become apparent that the topic
of spatial sound perception is multidimensional in nature. In an early effort
to study this matter further, the last paper in this thesis provided some start
to understanding this multidimensionality in relation to spatially processed
speech.

5.3 Future Directions

The research presented in this thesis only touched a couple of topics relating
to spatial sound reproduction and its perception. It is clear that this topic still
requires a vast amount of research before we have a complete understanding
of it.

From the first part of this study, it is logical to implement automated
perceptually motivated methods for multichannel level alignment based
upon these results. It is clear that these results should be subjectively
verified with use of real programme material and with other multichannel
configurations.

From this study and others it is very clear that spatial perception is
multidimensional in nature. For the researcher and engineer, understanding
this dimensionality is of interest to improve the design and implementation
of such systems. Ideally, multidimensional perceptual models would be
desirable. However, first an understanding of the subjective perceptual
space is required. From the work presented in [P9], the development of the
multidimensional space for spatially processed speech will continue. This
work will employ techniques of external preference mapping (PREFMAP)
as described in [141].
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6 ERRATA

• In ([P1] ,p.12) and ([P2], p.6) the sentence “to avoid the low frequency
variationsbetweenrooms...” should read “to avoid the low frequency
positionalvariationswithin rooms...”.

• In [P3, Fig. 17] simple average source distances are employed. A
more appropriate regression line is presented in Fig.6.1 that better
represents the data with an explained variance of 0.76.

Figure 6.1: Linear regression ofLdiff S against source distance for all
signal for experiment 2. Supersedes [P3, Fig. 17].

• In [P5] the caption for Fig. 14 should refer to signal 1 and a
C-weighted SPL metric. The caption for Fig. 8 should read “A-
weightedSPL metric”.

• In [P7] statistical significance and error bars were omitted from
Figures 14–37. Whilst the statistical significance was tested for by
the author, this oversight occurred. Figs.6.2 and6.2 are exemplary
corrected graphs with representative error bars.

• In [P9] the subsection 3.1 heading should read “Stimulus recording”.
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Figure 6.2: Mean values of system for question 2 (surround), averaged
across program (compare to [P7, Fig. 20]).

Figure 6.3: Mean values of system for question 2 (surround), averaged
across program (compare to [P7, Fig. 19]).
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